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James Cropper cares strongly about people and society, sustainable manufacturing and responsible business practices.

All who work for James Cropper care about 
our planet, the environment, our neighbours 
and society in general. The future belongs  
to our children and their children and we see  
it as our duty to act in a responsible manner  
to safeguard that future. Our actions today 
could have a profound impact on the future. 
We are custodians of our planet and strive to 
care for it, act in a responsible way and look  
at ways to ensure sustainable growth which 
will not have a negative impact on the planet.  
Our values of caring, responsible and forward 

thinking, crafted by our employees, drives our 
strategic goal of sustainable growth. Whether 
that will be from upcycling or recycling in our 
own products, decarbonisation, sustainable 
raw materials, or by creating lightweight 
materials to help our customers reduce their 
carbon footprint or protect the environment, 
our goal is the same, to live our values to be 
caring, responsible and forward thinking.

Our ESG committee, chaired by our CFO, 
Isabelle Maddock, and including our 

Chairman, Mark Cropper, and comprising  
7 non-board members with a blend of 
knowledge and strengths from across the 
group were tasked with ensuring that the  
9 priority areas identified by the Group  
are clearly understood and become 
embedded in the day to day activities  
of all our employees. 

Careful consideration of the metrics the 
Group will measure is ongoing to ensure 
that they achieve the goals of the Group.

Employee well-being

We support our people’s physical, mental 
and emotional wellbeing; balancing their 
work and personal responsibilities to  
help them to work safely and effectively

Water

To reduce our water footprint by 
developing and embracing innovative 
solutions to close our water loop; 
minimising fresh water abstraction, 
reusing process water and recycling  
our effluent water back into the process

Materials with purpose

To create sustainable material solutions 
aligned to societal needs delivered in 
a fair, healthy and inclusive way

Enhancing livelihoods

We are committed to providing  
meaningful work, generating a positive 
organisational culture and working 
environment which promotes diversity, 
inclusivity, personal development  
and respect

Decarbonisation and energy

To have a robust net zero aligned  
strategy and achieve net zero,  
on direct emissions by 2030

Business ethics and risk

To operate responsibly, steering 
governance, best practice and in  
line with our core values throughout 
our operations

Local community

To be a force for good in society,  
and particularly by making a positive 
contribution in our local community, 
supporting social cohesion, economic 
prosperity and inclusive growth

Waste and resource management

To commit to valuing waste  
across our operations and employ 
innovative solutions to minimise  
and repurpose waste

Supply chain

To ensure our suppliers 
operate to the same ethical and 
sustainable standards that the 
Company adheres to

People and SocietySustainable Manufacturing

Our 9 Priority Areas

Responsible Business Practices

The Group has identified three pillars: Sustainable Manufacturing, People and Society and Responsible Business Practices

Below these three pillars lie our nine priority areas, as detailed in the table below. All nine priority areas are at different stages of  
progression with all areas awaiting the agreement of final targets and metrics. Examples of three of the key areas are reported on below



Our divisions provide materials which 
provide solutions to some of the world’s 
social and environmental challenges and 
help our customers in the challenge of 
sustainable growth.

As with society across the world, 
decarbonisation is seen as one of the most 
urgent and important actions to undertake.
One of our major key priorities is a 
commitment to a programme that will  
result in net zero emissions by 2030. 

For this commitment to be successful  
will need a number of work streams  
to take place:

•  A continued focus on reducing 
primary energy usage;

•   The installation of further solar 
powered panels around the site;

•  Continuing research into new 
technologies for both energy 
generation and energy optimisation;

The Group have undertaken a carbon 
footprint exercise in the year which will 
form the baseline in setting our metrics 
for reducing our footprint around the world. 

Working with our supply chain we  
will be working to reduce our impact  
on the environment from direct and  
indirect emissions.
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Sustainable Manufacturing

Decarbonisation and energy To have a robust net zero aligned  
strategy and achieve net zero,  
on direct emissions by 2030

 Decarbonisation and energy  •   Water  •   Waste and resource management

Priority Area Strategic Intent UN Sustainable Development Goals

Tonnes/CO2e/year
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All purchased electricity from  
grid to be 100% renewable

Feasibility completed May 2022

Targets for every Division July 2022

Plan defined and enter the 
engineering design phase
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Employee well-being We support our people’s physical, mental 
and emotional wellbeing; balancing their 
work and personal responsibilities to help 
them to work safely and effectively

At James Cropper we are committed 
to promoting a positive safe environment 
in our workplaces to support people’s 
physical, mental and emotional well-being. 

Our people have access to a range  
of services to support their broader 
well-being and mental health, including 
access to physiotherapists and annual 
medicals. We run an employee well-being 
helpline and have trained mental health 
first aiders on site.

Our canteen provides a range of balanced 
nutritious meals and an area where 
employees can meet and eat away from 

their workplace. Plans are in place to 
modernise the canteen area to create a  
more open sitting area where employees 
can meet, eat or just take a break in a 
comfortable environment open 24 hours.

We encourage our people to incorporate 
physical activity on to their daily lives.  
A cycle to work scheme is offered every 
year and discounted membership of local 
gyms are available. 

To support our initiatives, a gym was 
opened in June 2022 for free use by any  
of our people. Throughout the year various 
physical initiatives are undertaken and all 

our people are encouraged to join initiatives 

such as running and walking clubs.

We are committed to building a workplace 

environment that enhances the well-being 

of our people. In addition to the upgrading 

of the canteen area, the Board have  

pledged funding to improve the workplace 

environment and facilities. Plans and 

priorities are currently being reviewed 

together with a time plan. 

The Group was awarded the silver  

Better Help at Work Award in the year.

Priority Area Strategic Intent UN Sustainable Development Goals

 Employee well-being  •   Enhancing livelihoods  •   Local community

People and Society
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Responsible Business Practices

Business ethics and risk To operate responsibly, steering governance, 
best practice and in line with our purpose 
and core values throughout our operations.

As a responsible, forward thinking 
business, the Group aims to adopt  
best practice, where appropriate,  
for governance, business ethics and risk.

During the year, the Group has introduced 
a people policy framework. At James 
Cropper we are committed to our core 
values of Forward Thinking, Responsible 
and Caring. 

They are key to the way we work and 
interact with our customers, suppliers  
and employees across the business.  
We pride ourselves on driving a  
sustainable business that is both 
commercially successful and socially  
and environmentally responsible. 

Our values act as our guiding principles; 
ensuring we provide our employees in the 
UK and overseas with a safe and healthy 
working environment and foster an 

organisational culture which promotes 
diversity, inclusivity, personal development 
and respect. We know it’s our people who 
make James Cropper successful. 

We want people to enjoy coming to work 
and for the workplace to be free from 
discrimination, harassment and 
victimisation.

A revised code of Ethics has also been 
launched during the year in aligned to  
our purpose and values. Our Code of Ethics  
and Behaviours (the "Code") outlines the 
standards and behaviours that help to shape 
and strengthen our culture. All employees 
are expected to uphold these high standards 
wherever we conduct business, ensuring that 
honesty and integrity are maintained. 

The Code sets out in brief, with some 
explanation, key company policies 
and procedures.

The Board have reviewed our products,  

the customers we deal with and the 

countries we sell into or buy from. 

An unethical markets review was 

undertaken, identifying some products  

that have been identified as potentially 

unethical and have agreed to cease 

production of the products clearly 

identified as being unethical.  

The next step is to review other  

products that need further investigation.

This investigation is being supported  

by the creation of an ethical markets 

committee comprising members of the 

Board and designated external experts. 

The committee will review the model  

and categories used to identify unethical 

markets and review current best practice.

Priority Area Strategic Intent UN Sustainable Development Goals

 Materials with purpose  •   Business ethics and risk  •   Supply chain
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Sustainability - SECR Report

STREAMLINED ENERGY & CARBON REPORT

Energy use

The underlying energy data used to 
calculate carbon emissions includes 
electricity, gas and other fuels purchased 
for use on-site and for transport.

Energy used in the year was 190.2GWh 
(2021: 156.3GWh), higher than the 
previous year, predominantly due  
to the level of production being  
back to pre Covid-19 levels.

Energy efficiency action

During the year, further roof space was  
let to Burneside Community Energy Ltd 
placing more solar panels on our roof space 
with all solar energy generated purchased 
by the Company. 

Discussions are underway for a phase 4 
installation to be completed in the summer 
2022. In the year, 656,000kWh of solar 
energy was purchased (2021: 574,000kWh). 

In addition, the Company purchases  
hydro energy from Ellergreen Estate, 
purchasing a total of 206,000kWh of hydro 
energy in the year (2021: 275,000kWh).

 52 weeks ended  52 weeks ended  
 26 March 2022  27 March 2021 
Greenhouse gas emissions tCO2e  tCO2e

Scope 1 Direct emissions 

Direct emissions from burning of fossil fuels 38,577   27,512

Transport: company owned or leased vehicles 417   553

Total Scope 1 Direct emissions 38,994   28,065 

Scope 2 Indirect emissions 

Grid electricity purchased 1,235   1,639

Scope 2 Indirect emissions 1,235   1,639 

Gross Carbon emissions 40,229   29,704 

Avoided emissions from  (1,418 ) (234 ) 
renewable electricity purchased 

Total avoided emissions (1,418 ) (234 )

Net Carbon emissions 38,811   29,470

 52 weeks ended  52 weeks ended 
Greenhouse gas 26 March 2022   27 March 2021 
emissions intensity ratio tCO2e  tCO2e

Carbon emissions per £100,000 revenue 36.99  37.41
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